Illinois Novice Tournament 2001 – Round 8 
Packet by Michigan B (Ezequiel Berdichevsky and Paul Litvak for Leo Wolpert and co.)

Tossups

1. He lived with the Cherokees as a youthful runaway and his expertise with the Comanche would take him to the land where he made his name. He became a district attorney after serving under Jackson during the War of 1812 and eventually became governor of Tennessee. He served in the US senate from 1846 to 1859 but is most famed for his victory on April 21, 1836 at San Jacinto. FTP identify this first president of the Texas Republic.

Answer: Sam Houston 

2. His early short stories were collected in Mortal Coils, and late in his career he wrote important essays such as Perennial Philosophy and Music at Night. His interest in music also served as the structure for one of his early works about Philip Quarles, Point CounterPoint. Other novels by this man include Those Barren Leaves and Ape and Essence, but he may be best known for experimenting with mescaline and for creating the character of Bernard Marx. FTP identify this British author of Island and Brave New World.

Answer: Aldous Huxley

3. They are made synthetically via the Veneuil Process, which is the fusion of aluminum oxide with titanium oxide added as a coloring agent. Deriving its name from the Sanskrit “sanipriya,” which means “dear to the planet Saturn,” to scientists, they are any type of a certain stone that is not emery or ruby, but to gem traders they are a specific color of corundum. Large deposits found in Myanmar and Sri Lanka, FTP, yield what traditional and modern birthstone of September, known for its intense blue color?

Answer: Sapphires

4. Neue Vahr lies three miles outside of this city whose restored Altstadt, or Old Town, features a marketplace with an 11th-century cathedral. The famous historian Adam has a statue, as does Roland, while the Old City Hall symbolizes the market rights of this town that entered the Hanseatic League in 1358. Located on the Wesser River some 43 miles from the North Sea, what major city, FTP, forms the smallest of the “lander” in Germany with the similar sounding port of Bremerhaven?

Answer: Bremen 

5. He became known in France trough the work of Etienne Dumont and helped to found the Westminster Review. Works such as the Rationale of Reward and Rationale of Punishment inspired pioneering criminologists, while a visit to his brother Samuel produced his Defense of Usury. Notorious for the panopticon, the dissection and mummification of his body also startled the public. Although he began his career writing A Fragment on Government, his greatest fame derived from his 1789 work Introduction to Principles of Morals and Legislation. FTP identify this thinker considered the founder of utilitarianism.

Answer: Jeremy Bentham

6. Like the gorgons their hair is also made of snakes, and although they reform at the end of an Aeschylus play named for their other aspect, Orestes does not forget their driving and lashing pursuit. Worshipped in Athens as goddesses of justice, they originally sprang from the blood of the castrated Uranus and in some accounts have names including Tisiphone, Alecto, and Megaera. FTP identify these vengeful women of Greek myth also known as the Eumenides.

Asnwer: The Furies or the Erinyes

7. The plot turns on an attempt to frame the long-suffering mill-hand Stephen, but the set-up is soon discovered and Tom must flee the country. Meanwhile his sister has fallen for the amoral James Harthouse, and the patriarchal figure at the center of this 1845 novel finally realizes how his harsh insistence on material success has blighted his daughter, Louisa. FTP identify this work that also features Josiah Bounderby and Thomas Gradgrind spouting on about “facts” by Charles Dickens.

Answer: Hard Times

8. Their failure can be attributed to a deficiency in the von Willebrand factor. Formed when cytoplasmic fragments of megakaryocytes pinch off into the circulation, as they age they store and transport chemicals, including serotonin, epinephrine, and histamine. Most notably these small non-nucleated bodies, also called thrombocytes, are best known for providing a surface on which strands of fibrin are woven together. FTP identify these cells that play a key role in blood coagulation.

Answer: Platelets

9. Though she worked with such luminaries as Hindemith and Menotti, her most long-lasting collaboration was with the set designer and sculptor Isamu Noguchi. Her theory of movement derived from the primary human activity: breathing. At the Denishawn dance studio she put this theory into action in works like Cave of the Heart, Clytemnestra, and Appalachian Spring. FTP identify this choreographer and dancer who founded an eponymous dance studio in New York.

Answer: Martha Graham

10. Rulers with this name include the fourth, Philopator, who began his reign by murdering his mother Berenice, and the third, Euegeretes, who conquered Syria and Cilicia. The sixth, Philometor, was the son of Cleopatra and initiated a war with Antiochus IV. The twelfth, Aueletes, received his name for his public flute concerts, and bought his crown from Julius Caesar. FTP, identify the common name of these Egyptian rulers, whose founding member, Soter, was a general of Alexander the Great.

Answer: Ptolemy

11. The most important aspect of it was summarized in 1827’s The Galvanic Circuit Investigated Mathematically. A statement of proportionality, it defines the units of resistivity in terms of force per unit charge. On a macroscopic level, it states that current density is equal to the product of the electric field and the characteristic conductivity of the medium. FTP, what is this law named for a German physicist that is most commonly formulated for a circuit as “voltage is equal to current times resistance”?

Answer: Ohm’s Law

12. They became a worldwide movement under Nathan Knorr in the 1940s and they are controlled by a twelve member governing body based in Brooklyn. Non-trinitarians, they believe in conditional immortality and an earthly paradise. Their second leader, Joseph Rutherford, adjusted the teachings laid out in publications like Millenial Dawn and the Watchtower magazine. FTP identify this religious group also known as the Bible Students who originated in 1870s Pennsylvania under Charles Taze Russell.

Answer: Jehovah’s Witnesses

13. His most famous work was condensed and republished by his associate Arnold Rose. Early work like Nation and Family and Rich Lands and Poor prefigured his later studies with their piercing economic analyses and social conscience; these include The Challenge of World Poverty, and Asian Drama. His most famous work argues that its titular idea is the result of the disparity between the democratic ideals of America and racial discrimination. FTP, identify the author of The American Dilemma, the winner of the 1974 Nobel Prize in Economics with Friedrich von Hayek.

Answer: Gunnar Myrdal

14. His heroes include David Keppes, who appears in The Breast and Professor of Desire, and Coleman Silk, whose life is narrated by the same man introduced in this author’s The Ghost Writer. Other works include When She Was Good and Letting Go, but he has recently been working on novels like the Prague Orgy and The Human Stain both of which feature Nathan Zuckerman. FTP identify this author who won a Pulitizer for American Pastoral, burst on the scene with Goodbye Columbus, and gained notoriety for penning the sexual misadventures of  Alex Portnoy.

Answer: Philip Roth

15. Their original bassist, Dan Lilker, left to form the band Nuclear Assault after their first album, Fistful of Metal.  After that album, bassist Frank Bello and vocalist Joey Belladonna joined the group for such albums as Armed and Dangerous, Persistence of Time, and Spreading the Disease.  Eventually, Belladonna was kicked out and replaced by John Bush for the mid-90’s albums Sound of White Noise and Stomp 442.  FTP, name this heavy metal band, anchored by guitarists Scott Ian and Dan Spitz, who have contemplated changing their name in light of recent bioterrorism.

Answer: Anthrax 

16. Oddly, one of his middle names was actually Santiago. The only book published in his lifetime was a compilation of scientific work called Photometric Researches. A paper in the North American Review that attacked Berkeley’s nominalism and defended Duns Scotus’ realism contained the first hints of his most famous idea, while the New Elements of Mathematics was a pioneering work in logic. FTP, identify this thinker whose “How to Make Our Ideas Clear” advocated his philosophy of Pragmatism.

Answer: Charles Santiago Sanders Peirce

17. The simplest ones involve two vertices, and on them antiparticles are represented as moving anti-temporally. One axis is chosen to represent space, while the other represents time. Straight lines are used to depict particles with half-integral values like fermions, while wavy lines are used for bosons. FTP identify these visualized graphic analogues of mathematical expressions describing the behavior of interacting particles, named for an American physicist.

Answer: Feynman diagrams

18. After earning enough money to buy his mother a farm, he moved to England in 1786 to study painting under Benjamin West, but instead became an engineer. Employed by both the British and French navies, he returned to America after the battle of Trafalgar, where he launched his famous floating fortress in New York harbor.  FTP, identify this inventor and designer of the submarine Nautilus and the steamboat Clermont.

Answer:  Robert Fulton

19. During World War II, he fled to Norway and later to Sweden, working as a journalist. Following his most important political position, he also chaired a UN commission on the world economy. In the 1960’s, he was the chief architect of the policy of Ostpolitik, which sought to normalize relations between his country and East Germany. As a leader of the Social Democrats, he sought a coalition with the Christian Democrats and was elected chancellor in 1969. FTP, identify this German politician, famously the mayor of Berlin from 1957 until 1966.

Answer: Willy Brandt or Karl Herbert Frahm

20. The poem ends with the image of a cloak being borne by the wind to a young prophet, who takes up his father’s art. Line 41 contains an allusion to two plays, Sullen Lovers and Epsom Wells, which were written by its subject. It begins by referring to the reign of Augustus and then later compares the feet of dancing master St. Andre to the subject’s rhymes. It was inspired by the death of a certain Irish clergyman and poet, imagined as the “emperor of the realms of nonsense.” For ten points, identify this poem satirizing Thomas Shadwell, a work by John Dryden.

Answer: “MacFlecknoe”

21. The protagonist pays a corpse to be a delivery boy, while Persephone’s maid servant invites the hero to dinner. Aeacus gets angry at the hero for supposed wrongs committed upon Cerberus, leading to a clothing swap with the servant Xanthias, who Charon refuses to ferry across the Styx, due to his social stature. The plot centers on Dionysus disguising himself and taking Aeschylus from Hades to Athens. FTP, identify this play by Aristophanes whose title animals provide a chorus with their amusing croaks. 

Answer: The Frogs or Batrachoi



Bonuses

1.Identify the following about a psychologist FTPE:

A. Helmholtz’s lab assistant, his first book Contributions to a Theory of Sense Perception preceded his establishment of the first experimental psychological lab at Leipzig.

Answer: Wilhelm Wundt

B. Wundt produced a short-lived sociological movement with this ten-volume work in which he discussed the importance of myths and languages to the human psyche.

Answer: Folk Psychology or Ethnic Psychology or Volkerpsychologie

C. Wundt’s ideas were promoted and applied to structuralism by this British-born Cornell scientist.

Answer: Edward Titchener 


2. Identify the following about American history FTPE:

A. Also known as the “Patrons of Husbandry” it was founded in 1867 by a Minnesotan who voiced dissatisfaction with agriculture’s declining status.

Answer: The Grange or the Granger movement

B. This farmer founded the Grange.

Answer: Oliver Hudson Kelley

C.This 1877 Supreme Court decision upheld the constitutionality of the Granger laws.

Answer: Munn V. Illinois


3.Answer the following about a certain play FTPE:

A. In this 1775 work, Ensign Beverly is really Anthony Absolute whose wooing of Lydia Languish has to be disguised because of his family’s privilege. The title may refer to the fact there is a duel with Bob Acres near the end.

Answer: The Rivals

B. What playwright of St. Patrick’s Day and The Critic wrote The Rivals?

Answer: Richard Brinsley Sheridan

C. Perhaps the most famous character created by Sheridan appears in The Rivals. This aunt of Lydia has had her last name become synonymous with the misuse of language.

Answer: Mrs. Malaprop 


4. Identify the following 20th century sculptors from works FTPE:

A.Black Beast;  Josephine Baker; Lobster Trap and Fish Tail

Answer: Alexander Calder

B. Wave; Four Square Walk Through; the Groups series

Answer: Barbara Hepworth

C. The Sleeping Muse; The Dolphin; Bird in Space 

Answer: Constantin Brancusi


5. Identify the following chemistry things FTPE:

A. Reported simultaneously by Walther Kossel and Gilbert Lewis, this rule states that elements with atomic numbers close to those of the noble gasses form molecules by forming an outer shell configuration of eight electrons.

Answer: Octet Rule

B. It states that in “addition reactions” to unsymmetrical alkenes, the electron-rich component of the reagent adds to the carbon atom with fewer hydrogen atoms bonded to it, while the electron-deficient component adds to the carbon atom with more hydrogen atoms.

Answer: Markovnikov ’s Rule

C. Published by an American physicist, this is the statement that for a system of C compounds which can take P phases, the number of degrees of freedom, F, is equal to C minus P plus two.

Answer: Gibbs Phase Rule


6. Given famous call in sports history, name the year in which it took place FTPE.

A.  “Morrow, up to Silk, five seconds…do you believe in miracles, YES!”

Answer: 1980

B.  “Branca throws. There's a long drive. It's gonna be it, I believe! The Giants win the pennant! The Giants win the pennant! The Giants win the pennant! The Giants win the pennant!

Answer: 1951

C.  “Bradshaw running out of the pocket.  Looking for somebody to throw to.  Fires it downfield.  And there’s a collision....and it’s caught out of the air!”

Answer: 1972


7. For ten points each, answer these questions about a Japanese writer and his works.

A. First publishing his short story, The Izu Dancer in the periodical Bungei Jidai, this winner of the 1968 Nobel Prize is the author of The House of the Sleeping Beauties and Beauty and Sadness.

Answer: Kawabata Yasunari

B. This novel by Kawabata is the story of the dilettante Shimamura, vacationing in western Japan, and his two geishas, Komako and Yoko, who discover they are incapable of feeling love.

Answer: Snow Country or Yukiguni

C. This work is set in Kamakura, and takes place during allied occupation after World War II. The old Shingo is in love with his son Shuichi’s wife Kikuko, and in general deals with his aging.

Answer: The Sound of the Mountain or Yama no oto


8. Identify the following about Ethiopian History FTPE:

A. Born Ras Tafari Makonen, he led a 1916 revolution against Lij Eyasu and became emperor in 1930.

Answer: Haile Selassie I

B. Selassie was defeated in this 1936 battle by Marshal Badoglio as the Italians captured Addis Ababa and took control of the nation.

Answer: Maichew or Mai Ceu

C. After he was restored in 1941, Selassie oversaw the formation of this organization that represented thirty-two African governments in 1963.

Answer: Organization of African Unity 


9. Identify these sorting methods from description FTPE.

A. This type of sort recursively defines a pivot and then moves everything less than the pivot to the left side of the array, and everything else to the right side. C.A.R. Hoare developed it in 1968.

Answer: Quicksort 

B. Often used in performing a heap sort, this is a structure in which each element is attached to no more than two nodes directly beneath it.

Answer: Binary Tree 

C. The archetype of a bad algorithm, this type of sort is the equivalent of throwing a deck of cards in the air and then seeing if it results in a sorted deck. It features super-exponential running time on  average, and probabilistically infinite run time in the worst case.

Answer: Bogo-sort 


10. Answer some questions about an Austrian composer for ten points each:

A. This 19th century composer’s progressive tonality anticipated Schoenberg and atonal music. His works include his Kindertotenlieder, and the 5th symphony, which contains the “little adagio” as its fourth movement.

Answer: Gustav Mahler

B. “The earth quakes, the graves burst open, the dead arise and stream on in endless procession” are Mahler’s own words that describe this symphony whose finale concludes with a setting of an ode by Friedrich Klopstock.

Answer: Resurrection Symphony or Symphony Number 2

C. The first of this symphony’s two parts is a setting of the Catholic hymn Veni Creator Spiritus, while part two has as its text a scene from Faust. Its popular name stems from the large force required to perform it.

Answer: The Symphony of a Thousand or Symphony Number 8


11. Answer the following about the history of Nigeria FTPE.

A. Until its independence in 1963, Nigeria was a colony of this European power.

Answer: Britain or the United Kingdom

B. Nigeria’s civil war began in 1967 when this Ibo state declared itself independent. Three years later it was reincorporated. Both Wole Soyinka and Chinua Achebe were a part of its short-lived government.

Answer: Biafra

C. This military leader came to power when his predecessor was assassinated in 1976. Nearly 20 years later he came to power again upon the suspicious death of dictator Sani Abacha with the pretext of again preparing the country for democracy. Wonder if it will work this time.

A: Olusegun Obasanjo


12. Identify the following about the vertebral column FTPE.

A. This rod-like structure appears in the embryos of all vertebrates.

Answer: Notochord 

B. This wedge-shaped triangular bone at the base of the vertebral column lies above the coccyx and articulates with the pelvic girdle

Answer: Sacrum 

C. The first seven vertebra of the human body including the axis and the atlas are collectively known by this name.

Answer: Cervical vertebrae


13. Identify sutff about the Time of Troubles in Russian history FTPE.

A. The Time of Troubles was preceded by the rule of this brother-in-law of Theodore I, who subdued the boyars during his rule and strengthened serfdom in Russia.

Answer: Boris Godunov 

B. Following the death of Boris Godunov, there was a series of these men who claimed to be the murdered son of Ivan IV. Famously, one of them was shot out of a cannon.

Answer: Dimitri  (also accept False Dimitri)

C. After the false Dimitri debacle, Russian saw the rise of this namesake of the Russian ruling dynasty, an inept boy, largely guided in rule by his court.

Answer: Michael Romanov


14. Identify the following about an American novel 5-5-10-10.

A .Inspired by Theodore Weld’s Bible Against Slavery, this 1852 work focused on the title character whose devotion to Little Eva and non-confrontational manner irked many black readers.

Answer: Uncle Tom’s Cabin

B. This author of The Mayflower and Dred wrote Uncle Tom’s Cabin.

Answer: Harriet Beecher Stowe

C. This man is Uncle Tom’s out of luck owner whose family and property are torn apart as the novel begins.

Answer: Augustine St. Clare (accept either name)

D. This man from Vermont is the cruel plantation owner who flogs Tom to death.

Answer: Simon Legree (accept either name)


15. Identify the following about some Ottoman Troops FTPE.

A.These elite soldiers raised Bajazet II to the throne and took their name from an expression meaning “new force.”

Answer: Janissaries

B. The Janissaries were established during the 14th century by this man who died at the battle of Kosovo, though his forces were eventually victorious.

Answer: Murad I

C. The Janissaries were finally destroyed by Mahmud II during this 1826 massacre with a memorable name.

Answer: Auspicious Incident


16. Identify these related economic thinkers on a 15 –5 basis:

A. (For 15) This mathematician won the 1994 Nobel prize with Harsanyi and Selten and made the important distinction between cooperative and non-cooperative games.

     (For 5) About to be played by Russell Crowe in the upcoming A Beautiful Mind, his equilibrium describes a form of static preferences in game theory.

Answer: John Nash

B. (For 15) This student of Walras [wall-rash] attacked political liberalism in his magnum opus, Mind and Society and is also famous for his theory of the rise and fall of government elites.

     (For 5) His type of optimality occurs when an given economic system cannot have an feasible alternatives when one person is better off, and no one is worse off.

Answer: Vilfredo Pareto


17. Identify these Italian poets for ten points each.

A. This Renaissance poet’s works include a verse epic on Scipio Africanus, entitled Africa, but is most famous for his Canonziere, a series of sonnets addressed to his love Laura.

Answer: Petrarch (also accept Francesco Petrarca)

B. This member of the court of the Este family was pretty crazy. His works include Aminta and Rinaldo, as well as Jerusalem Delivered

Answer: Torquato Tasso

C. This poet, who did not have bad posture, was a leader of the Hermetic poets before the Second World War. Collections such as Acque e terra and Giorno dopo giorno helped earn him the 1959 Nobel Prize in Literature. 

Answer: Salvatore Quasimodo


18. Answer these questions that have something to do with Astronomy, FTSNOP.

A. Discovered by an amateur astronomer in 1995 when it was 700 million miles from the Earth-- it is believed that, when it appeared in 2213 BC, it may have caused the temporary collapse of the Mesopotamian and Egyptian civilizations.  FTP, name this comet.

Answer: Comet Hale-Bopp

B. For five points, this comet is most famous for its appearance before the 1066 Battle of Hastings and its 76-year orbit.

Answer: Halley ’s Comet

C. Five points for one, fifteen points for both: Name the distant cloud of material from which longer-orbit comets, such as Hale-Bopp, originate, AND name the belt of debris outside the orbit of Pluto from which Halley’s comet is believe to have originated.

Answer: Oort Cloud, Kuiper Belt


19. Show your knowledge of Hinduism by identifying these concepts for ten points each.

A. This is the term for the ultimate reality in Hinduism, and is contrasted with atman, which is the Hindu term for the Self.

Answer: Brahman

B. In both Hinduism and Jainism, this is the name for the ultimate spiritual goal, designating the soul’s release from the cycle of rebirth. It is equivialent to Buddhist nirvana.

Answer: Moksha 

C. This term refers to any of the four spiritual abodes that the twice-born Hindu will ideally pass. They include student, householder, hermit and mendicant, and one should only seek moksha in the final two stages.

Answer: Ashrama 


20. Identify the following about 20th Century History FTPE.

A. Led by Dennis Banks and George Mitchell- this organization got its start in 1968 and was the best known of the “red power” organizations.

Answer: American Indian Movement

B. In 1972 this Oglala Sioux led AIM in their protest against broken treaties that ended in a six day occupation of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Answer: Russell Means

C. Means was also involved in the 71 day siege of this village in South Dakota, a site that saw a horrible massacre occur in 1890.

Answer: Wounded Knee


21. Answer the following about the region of Transylavania, 5-10-15.

A. Transylavania is currently located in what Eastern European nation?

Answer: Romania

B. Transylvania is located on an elevated plateau completed surrounded by the Transylvanian Alps, a sub-range of this much larger mountain range.

Answer: Carpathian Mountains

C. From 1003 until 1945, Transylvania always belonged to Austria, Hungry, or Austria-Hungary, except between 1526 and 1699 when it was a separate principality under the protection of this European power.

Answer: Turkey



